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Abstract

A 3-D finite element method (FEM) based model of the bioheat transfer equation
has been developed to simulate the unsteady temperature distribution in a human
head undergoing external cooling. A finite element analysis (FEA) code was devel-
oped to solve the bioheat transfer equation in arbitrary shaped 3-D multi-material
objects discretized with tetrahedral elements. The correctness of the code was ver-
ified by comparing numerical results against an exact analytical solution for a sim-
ple geometry. The code was then used to simulate the unsteady heat transfer in a
human head. Simulations were made with and without the effects of cold blood
perfusion. Several values of arterial temperature were used for the perfusion cases.

Nomenclature���
Heat capacity� �	�
Heat capacitance matrix� 
�� �
Heat conduction stiffness matrix
Fourier coefficient of heat conduction� Perfusion coefficient���
Element shape function�� Heat flux��� Heat source due to metabolism�����
Right hand side vector



�
Time� Weighting function��� �!�#" Cartesian body axes$ �
Time step size%'&
Element boundary surface( &
Element volume) Density*
Temperature*,+
Arterial temperature

1 Introduction

The temperature distribution throughout a perfused tissue like a human brain [1]
can be found by solving the bioheat transfer equation [2].).-�/10 *0 �32547698;:<4 *,=�>@? -�/ 8 *,+BAC*,=D>FEHG

(1)

In this work we assume temperature independent local tissue properties and heat
source terms. In this work we used the finite element method [3, 4, 5] to analyze
detailed unsteady temperature field in the entire human head during externally
administered cooling [6].

2 Finite element formulation

In the finite element method, the domain where the solution is sought is divided
into a finite number of parts called elements. These elements are typically tetra-
hedral since almost any complex 3-D geometry can be decomposed into a finite
number of tetrahedral elements. Applying the method of weighted residuals [3] to
eqn. (1) over a single tetrahedral element results inIKJMLON ).- /10 *0 � A :QP 0!R *0 � R > 0!R *0 � R > 0!R *0 " R�S AT? - / 8 * + AC*,='ATE GVU �XW ( & 25Y

(2)
Integrating eq (2) by parts once creates the weak statement for the elementI JML )K-�/Z�\[* W (@> I JML :18 0 �0 � 0 *0 � > 0 �0 � 0 *0 � > 0 �0 " 0 *0 " =]>C? -�/^� * W ( &2 I J L � 8 EHG_>@? -�/ *,+Z= W ( & A IK`aL � 8cbE 6<de = W ( &

(3)

Variation of the temperature across the element can be expressed by* 8 ��� �!�#" = 2 Gf gih'jDk g 8 �]� �!�l" =l* g
(4)



where m is an element local node number and n is the total number of element
nodes. Using Galerkin’s method, the weight function o and the interpolation func-
tion for p are chosen to be the same. Now define the matrix q rts as

q rus!vxwyz|{c}�~{�� {c}'�{c� �H��� {c}'�{c�{c}�~{c� {c}'�{c� �H��� {c}'�{��{c}�~{c� {c}'�{c� �H��� {c}'�{c�
���� (5)

and the weak statement eqn (3) can be written in the matrix form asq �t�ls��B�p,���X�5q �T�� s;�^p,���	v����,��� (6)

where q � �� s!v��K���1�Dq rus��Xq rusK�CnQ���.�c���1 ¡�Q¢'£¥¤ � (7)q �t�ls!v �K� �M¦.� � �c���1 ¡�Q¢�£K¤§� (8)�c� � �¨v � � �^©«ªH¬ �@n� �^®1¯Z° �c���'£¥¤C± �¥²¥�1ª�³ ������£¥´ � (9)

The local stiffness matrix, q � �� s , the local capacitance matrix, q � � s , and right hand
side vector, ��� � � , are determined for each element in the domain and then assem-
bled into the global system of linear ordinary differential equations.q �	s��	�pµ�O�¶q � � s��Zpµ�	v����µ� (10)

This system of equations can be solved to obtain the approximate solution to the
equation over the entire domain. The time derivative of temperature, �p , is then
discretized using a finite difference approximation in time.�	�pµ�	v¸·¨¹ ®¹Mº,»T¼ � ®1½^¾�¿ �À±3� ®1½ �Á º (11)

The above relation is then substituted into eqn (10) to get a linear system of alge-
braic equations. q �	s�Â � ®1½^¾'¿ �À±F� ®1½ �Á º Ã �Äq � � s;�^pµ�ÀvÅ�c��� (12)

A second order implicit method can be achieved by using an average of the solution
and right hand side vectors for the current and previous time step. The result is the



well known Crank-Nicolson algorithm [3, 4].Æ Ç	È'ÉÀÊ�Ë1Ì^Í�ÎcÏÀÐFÊcË!Ì�ÏÑ�Ò ÓCÔÄÕ×Ö Æ Ø�ÙÚÈKÛ Ê^ÜµÏ Ì^Í�Î Ô ÊZÜµÏ Ì¥ÝOÞ Õ×Ö Û Ê�ßµÏ Ì^Í�Î Ô Êcß�Ï ÌKÝ
(13)

Equation (13) can be rearranged into the following formÉ Õ Ö Æ Ø Ù È ÔáàÑ�Ò Æ Ç	È Ó Ê�Ë1Ì^Í'Î�Ï Þ É Ð Õ×Ö Æ Ø Ù È ÔâàÑµÒ Æ Ç	È Ó Ê�Ë1Ì�Ï Ô�Õ×Ö Û Ê�ßµÏ�Ì^Í�Î Ô Êcß�ÏcÌ Ý
(14)

The accuracy of the temperature at each time step depends on the number of ele-
ments in the domain and the time step size,

Ñ�Ò
. The formulations presented in this

section hold for any type of finite element. However, it is convenient to define a
local or natural coordinate system for a single tetrahedral element. The formula-
tion of the local matrices detailed later can be expressed more simply in terms of
natural coordinates. The natural coordinates ã Î , ã�ä , ã�å , ãHæ are defined asã Î§Þèç ÎçÅé ãHä Þèç äçêé ãHå Þëç åç�é ãìæ Þëç æç (15)

where ç Þ ç Î Ô ç ä Ô ç å Ô ç æ (16)

and ã Î Ô ã ä Ô ã å Ô ã æ Þ à (17)

The relationship between the cartesian coordinates í , î , ï and the natural coordi-
nates ã Î , ã ä , ã å , ã æ can be written in a matrix formðññññò ññññó àí î ï

ô ññññõññññö Þ ÷øøøøù à à à àí Î í�äúíMåúí<æî Î î9äáî9å î^æï Î ï�ä ï�å ïcæ
û�üüüüý

ðññññò ññññó ã ÎãHäãHåãìæ
ô ññññõññññö (18)

Conversely, the relationship between the natural coordinates ã Î , ã ä , ã å , ã æ and the
cartesian coordinates í , î , ï can then be written asðññññò ññññó ã ÎãHäãHåãìæ

ô ññññõññññö Þ àþ ç
÷øøøøù ÿ Î ÿ ä ÿ å ÿ æ� Î � ä � å � æ� Î � ä � å � æ� Î � ä � å � æ

û�üüüüý
� ðññññò ññññó àí î ï

ô ññññõññññö (19)
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Using these expression, elemental approximation functions and their derivatives
can be conveniently expressed in terms of the natural coordinate system. The lin-
ear tetrahedral elements were used in this work. The temperature approximation
function in natural coordinates for the four degrees of freedom tetrahedron, also
known as a linear tetrahedron is [7]1 � � �32 � #42 �$(.!/�5� � 1 � ��� # 1 # ���$( 1 (&���*) 1 ) (25)

The vector of shape functions then becomes687:9 � 6 ���;�$#<� ( � ) 9
(26)

and the matrix = >@? becomes

= >A? � BCCD CCE F$G.HG�I�JK G.HG�LNMF$G.HG�ONJ
P CCQCCR (27)

where
G�HG�I ,

G�HG�L , and
G�HG�O are given asS0T 7T �VU �W
�0� K � � � # �X(Y�-) M[Z T 7T �]\ (28)S0T 7T ��U �^
�0� K �-�_�"#^� ( � ) M[Z T 7T �`\ (29)S T 7T  U � 
�0� K ���^�$#<� ( � ) M Z T 7T � \ (30)

and
G�HG.a is

Z T 7T � \ �cbdddde

<fgfhff 
ifhffjf 
Yffjfgf 


kmlllln (31)

These expressions can then be substituted into the element weak statement given
by eqn (6). The integrals in the weak statement are then evaluated either symboli-
cally or numerically to generate the entries of = oqpr ? 2 = sApt? and u3vAp.w . In this work all



integration is performed numerically using four-point Legendre-Gauss numerical
integration [7]. In actual implementation, the matrices and right hand side vectors
are computed individually for each element in the domain. The element matrices
and vectors are then assembled into a global system of linear algebraic equations.
The system is typically of high dimension and very sparse with an irregular sparsity
pattern. However, for the bioheat transfer equation the matrix is always symmet-
ric and positive definite. These properties allow the efficient solution of the linear
system at each time step using an iterative conjugate gradient-like method with
incomplete factorization [8]. The final solution for the previous time step is used
as the initial guess for the iterative solver which provides enhanced converge rates
at subsequent time steps.

3 Numerical results

A FEA computer code was developed in the C++ language to solve the bioheat
transfer equation (1) using FEM. The code was written to be computationally effi-
cient so that realistic simulations can be perform on a typical personal computer.
An average simulation required 10 minutes on a 700 Mhz Pentium III and required
less than 64 Mb of in-core memory. The correct operation of the 3-D FEA code
was verified by comparing code results to an exact analytical solution of the bio-
heat transfer equation for the case of a time dependent heat conduction within a
rod of length x . The rod is thermally insulated along its length and the ends are set
at a constant temperature of 0. If one considers the case of y]zV{}| and ~.��{}| ,
then the governing equation becomes� y�X� {5� ��� y�'� �q��� y (32)

where
� {����3� and ��{��-�3����� . This equation can be solved analytically fory�� ���t��� by separation of variables. The computed and analytic solutions were

almost exactly the same confirming that the FEM has been correctly implemented
in the computer code. The verified 3-D FEA software was then used for the simula-
tion of the heat transfer in a human head undergoing external cooling [6]. The orig-
inal human subject data was obtained from the Visible Human Project database.
Researchers at the University of Karlsruhe applied their mesh generation technol-
ogy to the visible human data and produced the 3-D multi-domain tetrahedral mesh
for the head and neck [9, 10]. The mesh was composed of 43448 linear tetrahe-
drons and was divided into 14 different material domains details of which are given
by Dennis et al. [11]. A uniform initial temperature of ���$� was used. A time step
of � � {���� | seconds was used for all simulations. Four cases were numerically
simulated, one case without the perfusion term ( �Y{�| ) and three cases with
the perfusion term. For all cases, the temperature was monitored at six locations
(A,B,C,D,E,F) throughout the simulation. The locations are shown in Fig. 1. Each
simulation stopped after all six points were at �4�"�.� or less or if the maximum
number of time steps was exceeded (3000 was the maximum). A uniform tem-
perature of  0� � � was used on the face, �"� � � was used on the base of the neck,



while ¡0¢.£ was used on all the remaining mesh boundaries as depicted in Fig. 2.
For each simulation case one can assume a cooling helmet device is attached to
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Figure 1: Six monitoring points in brain
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Figure 2: View of boundary conditions
from side

the ¡¢.£ surface regions of the head and neck. It is of interest to know how much
power such a device would need to remove to maintain the ¡�¢$£ boundary condi-
tion over time. The power is computed in the computer code by doing a spatial
integration of the heat flux only on the triangular surface elements that are at ¡�¢$£ .
This gives the power transferred across the ¡�¢.£ surface. The device power does
not include the heat energy transferred between the environment and the surface
areas that are not touched by the device, which are the face and the base of neck.
The power vs. time curves are also integrated over time for each case. The result
of that integration gives the total amount of energy that must be removed by the
device to achieve the ¤0¤¢$£ condition at the six points in the brain.

The results for all cases are tabulated in Table 1. Here one can compare the total
device energy required and total time required to reach ¤0¤�¢$£ for different levels
of blood perfusion temperature.

Table 1: Computed results for human head model

Case Total energy to reach ¤4¤"¢$£ (J) Time to reach ¤4¤¢$£ (sec)

No perfusion 386182 4200¥�¦�§ ¤0¨0©*£ 1736257 15000¥�¦�§ ¤4¤ © £ 94680 450¥�¦�§ ¤�ª3©*£ 44804 130
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Figure 3: Computed « at monitor
points for no perfusion
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Figure 4: Computed device power for
no perfusion

Clearly, the case where «A¬+¯®�°3±$² results in the quickest results with the least
amount of energy required from the device. Conversely, the «]¬5³®´4±.² case
cannot bring the temperature at all monitor points to ®4®�±.² even by removing a
large amount of energy. These results indicate that if one wants to achieve a brain
temperature of ®0®±$² in a short time and with a practical power source, then the
value of « ¬ should be ®4®±.² or lower.
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Figure 5: Computed « at monitor
points for « ¬ 5®´4µ*²
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Figure 6: Computed device power for« ¬ 5®´4µ*²
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Figure 7: Computed ¶ at monitor
points for ¶�·�¸5¹0¹0º*»
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Figure 8: Computed device power for¶�·�¸5¹0¹0º*»
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Figure 9: Computed ¶ at monitor
points for ¶�·�¸5¹-¼ º »
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Figure 10: Computed device power for¶�·+¸¯¹�¼ º »
4 Conclusions

A 3-D FEM based model of the bioheat transfer equation has been developed to
simulate the time dependent temperature distribution in a human head. A FEA
code was developed to solve the bioheat transfer equation on arbitrary 3-D multi-
material objects composed of tetrahedral elements. The accuracy of the code was
verified by comparing numerical results against an exact analytical solution for a
simple geometry. The code was then used to simulate the unsteady heat transfer
in a human head undergoing external cooling. Simulations were made with and
without the effects of perfusion. Several values of arterial temperature were used
for the perfusion cases. The results indicate that if one wants to achieve a brain



temperature of ½4½"¾.¿ in a short time with practical power requirements, then the
arterial blood temperature should be ½0½"¾$¿ or lower.
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